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Paper dolls are items created by the consumption world. They are at the leading position 

between models produced within the programs designed for triggering the industrial 

production at the middle of last century. Various production materials including car sales 

and baby dolls, are expected to serve for the target of realizing the fastest and most 

expensive marketing. They exist as model typecastings within the gilded living area of 

media’a artifical world and they disappear by leaving their places to new ones after ending 

their lives. Suddenly as they exist. As a consumption material, they proceed with an 

unstoppable speed within the consumption network that surrounds the life, and they appear 

and disappear as quick as a breath taking. They are only toys. They are the essential 

materials of ads and magazine world. Their bodies determined with templates, hairs 

designed by models and statuses descrbied with brands are important. They are brands. Or 

images of a brand. They draw an image existing within “most “mosts” after leaving borders 

of identity and disidentity behind and they perform their tasks as paper dolls with hard 

shaped rules. Their stance, walking, sitting, behaviour and speaking are in compliance with 

current tendency, or general tendencies dominant at that moment and templates 

determined by trends on the agenda. Aysel Alver sculptures are modern interpretations 

making reference to the world of paper dolls. They are modellings which are taken 

selectively within this artificial world. Alver, turns the paper dolls into a sculpture with their 

stances, standings, sittings, behaviours and even speakings which are revealed from media. 

These sculptures which are designed with a light irony, with their structures keeping the 

weight of irony secret, express the artificial world of paper dolls. Thus, it reflects the critical 

approach clearly which exhibits the face of today’s consumption market that can be 

described only by using it. Ties with the materials are directly related with the core of the 

subject. Paper dolls are designed as paper sculptures. This tie which is created between the 

model and modes, participates to the expressive interpretations increased deformations of 

figurative sculptures. The exhibition environment which all sculptures are placed together, 

also includes a subjective design. The environment setup that is created within the scope of 

this design, realizes the creation of a virtual environment determined with relations which all 

sculptures create with each other within the gallery environment. When you enter the 

exhibition area, yo find yourself in the lives of paper dolls. Alver’s sculpture groups directly 

reflects the virtual environments of the media that paper dolls breathe and survive in. Aysel 

Alver’s paper sculptures reflect deep criticis of a contemporary creation with modern 

interpretations.  

 


